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Marlin’s M-Mount Multi-Fit.
Marlin’s Genuine Accessories M-Mount Multi-Fit securely holds all generations of
Apple iPhone & iPod Touch, Samsung Galaxy and Note phones, all Android, Blackberry
and Windows devices with or without a case or skin and even newer style GPS’s.
Adjustable to allow you to place your device vertically or horizontally so it can be used
for everything from playing music to navigation Apps.
M-Mount is the last mount you will need to buy to hold your device and give you quick
and easy access to them, No need to get a new mount every time you change phones.
Smart phones and other devices are securely held in place with the help of M-Mount’s
spring loaded self-centering V grooved jaws and adjustable side rails, custom access slots
are carefully located so you can reach power buttons, charging and audio jacks for most
popular smart phones and devices, Your device is kept safe and secure with strong rubber
cushioning on the inside of the jaws and side rails. Components of the M-Mount are
sturdy and well made of billet aluminum and stainless steel; even the hardware and
springs are stainless steel and engineered to withstand the toughest environments.
The M-Mount has a wide range of mounting adjustment and can be easily
customized to accommodate the newer devices; it includes the necessary hardware to
expand and fit a device as large as 5 7/8” tall and 3 3/4” wide and can simply be made
larger with additional screws and spacers from your local hardware store.
Easily installed without removing or disassembling anything from your bars & adjusts
quickly and looks great. Available in three bar sizes; for 1” or 7/8” and 1 ¼” and 1 ½”
and a control housing / perch clamp style bracket for Harley and Metric.
The M-Mount Multi-Fit is a solid mount that will hold many different size devices
securely and with great style and convenience.

Available at www.marlinsclocks.com and at dealers and catalog-web stores
worldwide.
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